Günter Schwaiger, director, will be on campus to personally present Hafner’s Paradise, a journey through the hidden world of Nazis in Spain, culminating with a historic confrontation between victim and executioner. The protagonist, Paul María Hafner, is a former Waffen-SS Nazi official and friend of the notorious war criminal León Degrelle. After completing a short sentence immediately following WWII, Hafner migrated to Spain where he continues to live comfortably, protected from the scrutiny of international justice. He maintains close contact with people who are wanted or who have been convicted in other countries because of their anti-Semitic actions and declarations, or because they have denied the existence of the Holocaust. As the film progresses, Hafner draws us into his dark and grotesque world, although not devoid of humor and irony, until, at its crucial point, he comes face-to-face with the well-known ex-member of the International Brigades Hans Landauer, a survivor from the Dachau concentration camp. Both were there on April 20, 1945, Hitler’s birthday, Hafner as SS officer and Landauer as prisoner.